INTRODUCTION
The coast of New England is subjected from time to time to extraordinarily high water, the scale of which is usually related to the intensity of storms. M&t spectacular are the inundations that sometimes occur during hurricanes. The extra elevation of sea level over the normal tide during a hurricane may amount to as much as ten to fifteen feet (Redfield and Miller 1957) . Elevations of this scale are uncommon and hence adequate data are rare. Related phenomena on a smaller scale but of greater frequency should provide data useful for a l Contribution $900 from the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts.
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better understanding of unusually high waters. It is the purpose of this paper to explore the less spectacular but more frequent departures from mean sea level accompanying ordinary winter storms.
Where departures from normal water levels have been greater than the normal tide, common practice has been to identify these departures as storm surges. The term surges in this paper will refer to relatively short periods of excessive height occurring during passage of a storm. Apart from surging of water levels, another sealevel phenomenon accompanying a storm but of much longer duration is that of set-up (Miller 1957) . The term set-up has been used to describe the total seaward slope of water surface from a shore line which is established and maintained by relatively steady winds.
These phenomena are difficult to separate analytically, one difficulty being the lack of firm distinction between definitions of surge 1 2 ARTHUR R. MILLER and set-up. For this purpose the term set-up winds of various strengths and directions may be considered as slope of water surface at several different positions on the New developing in situ and surge as slope of England coast. Observations from six tide water surface developing in direction of gauging stations were used ( Fig. 1 ). Ii'our propagation. Since tidal observations are of these stations were situated about Nanusually limited to the shoreline, measure-tucket Sound, the other two at Portland, ments of slope are likewise limited.
Con-Maine, and Montauk, Long Island. Monsequently, with respect to a tide staff, the tauk is more or less exposed to the open sea essential difference between the two phe-from the south, Portland from the east, nomena is that surge is a rapid rise in water while Nantucket Sound is exposed from the level with a duration of several hours or east, south, or west. In addition to the less, while set-up appears to be a relatively different exposures of the three regions, the slow rise or fall of water level with durations tidal characteristics vary greatly both in of hours or days, depending on the persisttime of high water and in tidal range. For cnce of winds and direction of winds.
instance, Woods Hole in Nantucket Sound This paper attempts to describe the has a mean range of less than two feet while amount of set-up observed to accompany Portland has a range greater than nine feet. Within Nantucket Sound itself there is a ' difference of more than three hours between time of high water from one end to the other (Redfield 1953) . The dissimilarity of the stations serves to cmphasizc those features within the analyzed data which are common to all six stations. The tidal observations have been treated so that non-periodic effects are separated from the predictable periodic motions. The predicted tide if subtracted from the observations will give as a remainder the effects of non-periodic variation in barometric pressure, tangential stress of the wind, or other forces whatever they may bc. These variations in sea level are referred to collectively as mctcorological effect. Further refinement is obtained if the non-predictable periodic motion is climinatcd by some means. The residue is called non-tidal sea level. Variations of non-tidal sea level are then assumed to be made of two parts: (1) barometric eflect, and (2) set-up, attributed to the coastal effects of tangential wind stress on the sea surface.
The method for obtaining non-tidal sea level is the use of numerical filters to climinate as much of the tidal "noise" from the data as possible, following the recommendations of Groves (1955) . The advantage of the filtering system or weighted average over the subtraction of the prcdictcd tide from observations is in this reduction of "noise" in the data and also, for the particular objectives of this study, the minimizing of short-duration oscillatory phenomena, such as long waves or surges. In fact, since the tidal curves about Nantucket Sound were not predictable in detail, the method of numerical filtering was the only suitable means to eliminate the tide. The specific filter used was that described by Doodson and Warburg (1941) to determine mean sea level for any hour (B 39 filter in Groves' tabulation).
NON-TIDAL
SEA LEVET, Nantucket Sound is a triangular area adjoining the southern shore of Cape Cod and separating the two islands, Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket, from the mainland (see insert in Fig. 1 ). The apex of this triangle which avcragcs about 30 feet in depth funnels into a deeper channel-like area with average depth of 70 feet, called Vineyard Sound, which in turn is open to the ocean. The opening of the Sound to the east is partially closed to the ocean by land barriers cxtcnding from the Cape and Nantucket
Island. Between the two islands there is an outlet to the ocean to the south, of lcsscr importance because of its limited depths.
Two of the gauging stations were in the eastern part of the Sound. To the north was the Harwichport gauge, and due south of Harwichport the Nantucket gauge. At the western end the t,wo stations Woods Hole and West Chop were closer together. In spite of their closcncss their tidal situations are different since Woods Hole is influenced in some dcgrec by the passage entering into Buzzards Bay.
The tidal observations used were hourly heights obtained from October, 1953 , to March, 1954 . Figure 2 shows the results of numerical filtering of the data from Nantucket Sound, Montauk, and Portland for three rcprescntative storms. Each trace is rcfcrrcd to the monthly mean sea level of each station.
The concurrent non-tidal sea levels change in a very similar way at all of the six tide gauges. However, there were significant departures from this parallelism.
For instance, during the northeast storm of November 7, the Montauk sea level rose to a height more than twice the height at Portland. There were periods when concurrent sea levels at Woods Hole or Nantucket diffcrcd appreciably from those at other stations. Frequently, there were times when no station difl'crcd from any other by more than a tenth of a foot. Thus, parallelism of non-tidal sea levels about New England is a loose, but real, generalization. -BAROMETRIC CORRECTION to the sea level phenomena, or just as frequently the interrelations may be quite dissimilar.
Whether the records are similar or not will depend on the size, speed, and geographical distribution of the pressure disturbance. 
Warburg 1941). It is not certain whether
The common datum for five stations is monthly the latter condition is met in a restricted mean sea level. Barometric Dressurcs are shown shallow sea such as Nantucket Sound.
for three general areas: Montauk -----, Nan-
Observations of sea level when other
forces are at a minimum should indicate if the theoretical value is valid. Non-tidal sea levels for two stations, Harwichport and West Chop, were selected at periods when wind force was less than 15 knots and compared with barometric readings for the same time. While there was considerable scatter of values of sea level against pressure, as would be expected in such rough determi-2 below the non-tidal sea levels for all three nations, thcsc values clustered linearly, and
Barometric pressures are shown in Figure   When there is an unequal distribution of pressure over a sea surface the level of the sea will rise under low pressure and fall under high pressure in an amount commensurate with the difference between the densities of air and water. The theoretical amount of rise of fall is approximately 1 foot for 30 millibars of pressure if equilibrium is established.
Where pressure changes with time the response of sea level will be nearly immediate provided the volume of water
the results showed that theoretical relationfour feet. The residue from this subtraction ship could bc applied to the conditions at was assumed to be the variations of sea these stations.
level resulting from wind set-up. With the prcssurc correction cstsblishcd empirically, the non-tidal sea lcvcls were corrected for pressure. The sea levels rcsulting from the subtraction of the pressure fluctuations arc shown in Figure 3 for the storms of December 7, Scptcmbcr 2, and January 11. The subtraction of the prcssure effect from the non-tidal sea levels altered the curves significantly-two feet in water level representing ranges of pressure up to 60 millibars as compared with ranges of non-tidal sea level up to three or WIND Hrst attempts to relate the observed winds, examples of which are shown in I?igurc 3, to the observed set-up were wholly unsatisfactory.
It was anticipated that the relation would be sinusoidal at each station, that is, rise and fall of sea level would be symmetrically responsive to some component of wind direction.
At Atlantic City, sinusoidal symmetry was applicable in the correlation of set-up with geostrophic winds (Miller 1057). However, Atlantic City is part of a long, straight coastline. This is not the case with the New England coast where the coastline is broken by promontories, bays, and sounds. FIG. 3. Non-tidal sea levels corrected for effects of pressure.
The common datum for five stations is monthly mean sea level. Observed winds at Nantucket are shown below cnch set of curves.
Wind velocity is read on the knot scale opposite the arrow points.
Wind force acts on the sea surface as a frictional force on the skin layer; conscquently, the velocity is maximal at the surface, decreasing with depth. If this motion is directed towards a coast, an elcvation will result at the coastline which will continue to rise until the resulting slope of the surface is sufficient to balance the forces responsible for the motion. The development of elevation dcpcnds on transport of water to the coast; conscqucntly, this phenomenon must follow the occurrence of winds giving rise to it. Also, an existing wind drift could conceivably resist casual wind shifts, since any change in the prevailing forces would have to be downwards before the gcncral transport would be appreciably affected. The quality of stcadincss of the wind, thercforc, is important to the net amount of water being transported.
Non-tidal sea levels rise and fall apcriodically with time but fluctuate slowly enough to identify the time and height of each peak or trough.
It was assumed that at each of these times of stationary sea lcvcl, a critical relation existed bctwccn the set-up and the wind force rcsponsiblc for the fluctuation. Wind records from nearby weather stations were examined for the greatest velocity prior to the event of stationary sea level. The time, velocity, and direction were noted along with the time and height of set-up.
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A time interval of less than 24 hours was considcrcd to be a reasonable limit within which these comparisons wcrc carried out. On a few occasions it was necessary to match sea level heights with early wind shifts where peak velocities wcrc absent. The relation is not violated by the latter method since a peak velocity of some wind component is indicated by the shift of wind, These selected heights of sea level were plotted on polar coordinates, where radial vectors corresponding to the clircction and velocity of the wind wcrc matched with the particular height. With the completion of the polar diagram, lines of equal height were drawn to fit the distribution of observations. During six months of observation full dircctional distribution of winds may bc expected in New England, with some directions favored more than others. For the most part it was usually found that for a single wind direction there were a number of events to represent a full velocity spectrum up to 35 knots, and a linear relationship between set-up and wind was a reasonable description of the observations.
With full directional distribution, very little interpolation was required for constructing the diagrams. The results of these diagrams were presumed to describe the sea level required to balance a given wind condition and to describe the characteristic conditions at the observing tide station.
The diagrams reprcsen ting charnc teristic set-up for given winds arc shown in Figure  4 for all G gauging stations.
Lines of sea level are given in tenths of feet in terms of each local tide staff. The division between negative and positive set-up represents mcan sea level at the station.
This division was derived from the summation of all observations within the first lo-knot circle and also corresponds to the summation of the total monthly sea levels for the period of observation at each station.
The diagrams arc similar in general features but differ greatly from each other along critical wind directions.
Nor do they show any features of symmetry except in the progressions in scale of set-up in adjoining compass directions.
It is not clear from these diagrams how the scale of set-up is affected by local topography.
They scarcely explain how a station, such as IIarwichport, can exhibit a rise in sea level with the wind coming off the land.
THJ!: SYMMETRICAL COMPONENT :
It is reasonable to assume that in a landlocked sea such as Nantucket Sound having free communication with the ocean a part of the set-up would result from a widcspread change in the coastal non-tidal sea level induced by the general wind field over the off-lying ocean, and an additional part would result from the local winds and the topography surrounding each point of observation.
This would account for the differences in the diagrams shown in Figure  4 and would explain the contradiction of wind blowing from the shore giving an increased sea level.
It was assumed that the observations from the four gauging stations about Nantucket Sound when averaged concurrently would represent the set-up as induced by wind on the offshore waters with the effect of local topography reduced to a minimum. The plot of the averaged sea levels from the four Nantucket Sound gauges over a polar wind diagram for Nantucket Sound (Fig. 5 ) showed that the greatest sea level rise was to be expected from ENE winds, the greatest negative set-up from WSW winds, and that minimum effects were to be expected from NNW and SSE winds. It also showed that both the positive and negative scale of set-up were equal in magnitude
The general characteristics of sea level for the Sound displayed symmetrical sinusoidal response to wind direction, in contrast to the skewness of sca level at the individual localities.
Aside from the above general characteristics for Nantucket Sound there wcrc significant departures inconsistent in certain wind directions which arc not shown in Figure 5 . To explain these departures it was necessary to resort to weather maps rather than the locally observed winds at Nantucket.
The inconsistencies fell into two groups : (1) light S-SW winds with time lags of O-9 hours, and (2) strong NW-N winds with lags of 12-20 hours. In the RIO. 4. Characteristic set-ups for six localions. Diagrams show set-up in terms of individual lide staffs for various wind vectors with speeds up to 40 knots.
The concentric circles mark IO-knot intervals in wind speed. Shaded areas delineate neutral sot-ups where winds have little or no effect on sea level.
Dashed isopleths show negative set-ups and full isoplcths positive set-ups, with intervals of 0.1 foot.
IFIG. 5. Set-up for Nantucket
Sound.
Concentric circles mark intervals of 10 knots. Contour intervals are 0.1 foot.
first case, weather maps showed large high pressure systems over the area, with observed winds at Nantucket not necessarily representative of the larger wind field. In the second case, maps showed deep low pressure systems over Georgcs Bank and stronger NE winds to the east. It was evident here that dcpcndencc on local measured winds for data was limited to the extent in which they were representative of a broad wind field. An earlier study (Miller 1957 ) making USC of a wind field 300 miles in diameter showed that at Atlantic City, on an open coast without significant promontories or embaymcnts, set-up varied sinusoidally with the direction of wind of a given velocity. This study also showed a quasi-linear relationship between the amount of set-up and increasing velocity of the geostrophic wind. The results of the present analysis for Nantucket Sound indicate a similar sinusoidal variation of sea level and a scale of set-up velocity corresponding to the Atlantic City values.
It was not practicable to determine the general coastal set-up for Montauk or Port-' land with the data at hand, but it was instructive to apply the generalizations of Atlantic City and Nantucket Sound to both locations.
By properly orienting the Atlantic City scale to the coastlines about Montauk and Portland so that maximum general coastal set-ups would bc indicated by winds 40" from the normal to the coastline, relations of local set-up were deduced which were consistent with those found about Nantucket Sound. TIIE hSYMMETR1CAL COMPONENT :
The contribution of local wind and topography to the set-up observed at the different gauging stations was obtained by subtracting the symmetrical effects attributed to the Sound as a whole from the actual observations. This simple operation gave results for local set-ups which appeared to bc systematic and commensurate with the local fetches. Diagrams of local set-up for each of the six tide-gauging stations are shown in Figure 6 .
It is instructive to compare the local values of set-up with the open water exposures of each tide gauge (see Fig. 1 ). Harwichport and Nantucket tide gauges were more or less protected by land barriers from local wind effect except from the southwest for Harwichport and northwest to north for Nantucket.
Local set-up showed that Harwichport was vulnerable to excessive sea level from the SSW and Nantucket was vulnerable from the NNW.
Lowest local levels were indicated with N winds at Harwichport and SE winds at Nantucket. Other wind directions showed a minimum effect on local level, which was probably due to the limited fetch in these directions. It was apparent that the derived local set-ups agreed qualitatively with the available fetches of each locality.
West Chop and Woods Hole prcsentcd modified patterns of local s&-up which were more complex than those at the castcrn end of the Sound since neither station can be considered a terminus for water transport. Their fetch characteristics from the Sound arc mixed with the available fctchcs in Vineyard Sound and Buzzards Bay.
Thcrc were two maxima for positive local set-up in Woods Hole: one from SSW, the Vineyard Sound, and the other from NNW, Buzzards Bay. There wcrc also two maxima for negative set-up: one for SE winds apparently blowing Buzzards Bay water away from Woods IIole, and the other for NW winds a,ffccting Nantucket Sound. In 
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.~IWIIUR lt. MILT,E R c011trast to Woods IIole, West Chop local lcvcls appear to bc lowered or unaffected by wind from most quarters. Only SSW winds from Vineyard Sound product appreciable positive set-up. It is possible that the lack of sea level response to wind in the West Chop arca is made up for in the accclcration of tidal currents which are notably strong here.
Observations of set-up at Portland and Montauk were matched with appropriate wind observations.
The characteristics thus obtained wcrc assumed to be made up of two parts-general coastal effect and local effect. Diagrams of characteristic set-up nre shown in Figure 4 . It is curious that Portland at the southern end of Casco Bay which itself is exposed to the southeast is least affected with southeast winds. hssuming general coastal set-up to be similar in scale to that at Atlantic City and Nantucket Sound, the Atlantic City scale was oriented to give maximum coastal set-up with winds from IOO", or 40" to the right of normal to the general coastline oricntation (050"230").
Subtraction of the assumcd coastal set-up from the observations gave a diagram of local set-up which was reasonable in respect to the local fetch about Portland (Fig. 1 and G) . Portland, at the southern end of box-like Casco Bay, is directly exposed to a NE fetch of the bay itself. A number of islands tend to limit the available fetch in other directions. Local set-up showed maximum positive set-up in the NNE direction and other elevations above mean sea level confined to the NE quadrant.
Maximum negative set-up occurred with WSW and WT\i W winds; all southerly winds tended to lower the local sea level.
The ncarcst wind data available for Montauk were observations from Block Island. I Iomever , Block Island obscrvations lacked continuity.
Comparison of Block Island winds with Providence winds, records of which wcrc available for 24 hours 2~ day, showed that Providence was a reasonable substitute.
The Montauk tide gauge is exposed to t,hc north 011 the 'Montauk peninsula.
Characteristic set-ups showed that southerly winds were least effective in raising or lowering sea level. The Atlantic City scale was oriented for a coastline bearing 070"-250" and subtracted from the characteristic set-up. The local set-ups (Fig. 6) derived from this manipulation, showed that maximum positive set-up could be cxpccted with winds from the NE. This corresponds to a line of fetch between Point Judith, Rhode Island, and Montauk. A secondary maximum dcvclopcd along a line of fetch between New Ilondon, Connecticut, and Montauk with NNW winds. The scale of maximum positive set-up was considcrably greater than at the other five stations. In contrast, ncgativc s&-up was much smaller in scale. IMaximum negative set-up occurred with west winds; southerly and easterly winds lowcrcd local sea level only a small amount . 'rT.Ml+LhG The empirical means by which charactcristic set-ups were obtained by matching observations of stationary non-tidal sea level with prior winds define the time-lags for each station.
However, it is difficult to gcncralize time lags for particular conditions and localities beyond the following.
Statistically a lag of five or six hours between observed peak winds and maximum sea levels applies to the Xew England Coast. Time lags may vary from one to twenty hours apparently dependent on whether general coastal set-up or local set-up is dominant. This is understandable from the point of view where set-up consists of accumulated wind drift, the greater lag rcprcscnting drift from grcatcr distance.
For instance, time-lags for Woods Hole maxima originating apparently from movement of Buzzards Bay water vary from 2 to 6 hours, while other maxima from Vineyard Sound atrd Nuntuckct Sound vary from 5 to 0 hours.
These amounts of time-lag arc barely more than estimates since the obscrvatiolrs show considerable variance.
DISCUSSION
It is clear from the diagrams of charactcristic set-up and local set-up that the phenomenon of rise and fall of sea level in rcsponsc to wind forces is a complex one stem-EFFECTS OF WINDS ON WATER LEVELS 11 ming from local and distant causes. It should not be inferred that these diagrams are complete and finite, since they depend on statistical evaluation for each point of the compass. The nature, duration, and gradient of the winds are such as to indicate that even a statistically correct diagram may not be justifiable for singular events, since it is not known whether the local factors or distant factors will dominate. The interplay of these factors suggests that it would be difficult to generalize for a large area, although that generalization may hold when distant factors prevail.
The storm of November 7, 1953, serves to illustrate to some extent the dominance of one factor over another and the rcinforcement or opposition of these factors. Local set-up diagrams wcrc used to obtain the equilibrium condition of local sea level with wind, and the Atlantic City scale (Fig. 5 ) was used to obtain the general coastal effect. The same observed winds were applied for both the offshore and local equilibria.
The results are shown in Figure  7 with the measured non-tidal sea level, barometric effect removed, superimposed over the supposed equilibrium heights. The magnitude of each curve is given in terms of the local tide staff.
It is seen that for Montauk and Portland the local set-up dominated the sea lcvcl condition with minor reinforcement from the offshore effects. In contrast, Harwichport and Nantucket were dominated by the offshore factors. Local wind effcc t served to reinforce or oppose the offshore set-up in a minor fashion. Woods 1101~ and West Chop wcrc similarly dominated, although it is not clear why West Chop sea level rose in advance of the two conditions of cquilibrium with the wind. When maximum positive set-up is reached for a given wind velocity and that set-up is representative of the local deformation of the sea surface, equilibrium is assumed between the tangential forces of the wind and sea level. It is necessary to assume, also, that total transport due to wind drift is zero, otherwise the set-up is not truly maximal.
It does not follow that the same conditions will hold for maximum negative set-up.
Proudman (1953) ) in discussing an inclincd wind drift in which total transport is zero, introduces a relation where gh sin 6~ ~ = 3.0 x 10 -sq+3 ~ UC4 2 !I+2 which has bounds of 3.0 x lo+ < g=f < 4.5 x 10-f ua2
Sin 8 is the inclination of the sea surface for a given distance or fetch, ua2 is the square of the wind force, 9 the acceleration of gravity, and h is the average depth.
{, the amount I of set-up, divided by some distance, F, will approximate sin 13 provided some fetch length is found corresponding to the total length of deformation. Then 3.0 x lo+ < < * ; < 4.5 x lo+ Ua
When the depth-to-fetch ratio is constant, f will depend on ua2 if equilibrium obtains. The ratio of depth over fetch sets the theoretical limits of set-up for given velocities of wind. Figure 8 demonstrates the relation bctwcen maximum set-up, {, and fetch ratio, h/F, for wind velocity of 30 knots. Set-up is given in feet and the fetch ratio is given in feet to nautical milts. The two curves give the limits set by the Proudman function and the circles renrcscnt the maximum set-ups indicated by the local set-up diagrams. The large open circle represents the minimum fetch ratio for maximum coastal set-up at Montauk if the path of fetch is taken normal to the gcncral coastline.
The Portland fetch ratio was taken along the length of Casco Bay whose bearing was 15" off the wind direction giving maximum positive set-up. Figure 8 shows Portland set-up for 30 knots of wind and a fetch ratio of 2.3, within the theoretical bounds.
For Sound; this was necessary in order to give the wind a water surface to work on. Maximum set-up and a fetch ratio of 5.8 on a much lower scale than Portland, shows a value, for 30 knots of wind, of 0.4 feet, agreeing with the theoretical limit. The paths of fetch for Portland and West Chop giving maximum local set-up were forced by geographical circumstance into clockwise rotation from the direction of wind. In contrast to the 40" deviation of maximum coastal set-up to the right of effective winds, this suggests that the shallower and more limited fetches of local set-up require an angular deviation of approximately 15". Paths of fetch for the four other stations were taken, allowing for this angular deviation.
Maximum set-up for Woods Hole is greatest with either SSW winds or NNW winds. The first is similar to West Chop with winds piling up water from Vineyard Sound. The second maximum arises from Buzzards Bay. When the path of fetch is rotated from the NNW direction, the fetch runs parallel to the western shoreline of Cape Cod with a depth-to-fetch ratio of 2.1. For 30 knots of wind local set-up is 0.8 feet. The theoretical limits are 0.7 and 1.0 feet.
Maximum local set-up for Montauk arises The units of h/F arc feet to nautical milts, with NE winds. Angular rotation of path of fetch greatly extends fetch length into the head of Buzzards Bay. The long fetch and shallowness of the Bay give a small ratio of 1.1 and theoretical limits of set-up of 1.1 to 1.8 feet for 30 knots of wind. Local set-up given by the Montauk diagram is 1.6 feet.
Harwichport and Nantucket set-ups for 30 knot winds do not fall within the thcoretical limits.
The depth-to-fetch ratios for Harwichport and Nantucket arc 1.3 and 1.4 respectively.
These arc minimum ratios. The path of fetch for Harwichport extends through Muskeget Channel between the islands. If the fetch were taken beyond Nantucket Sound, the deeper water and increasing fetch would increase the ratio. With a shorter fetch the average depth and fetch ratio would also increase, since the shoals of Muskeget Channel would be eliminated from the fetch length. A shorter fetch for Nantucket would increase its ratio also for similar reasons; its fetch may not be lengthened because of the mainland. No alternative numbers are given; however, with fetches five miles shorter than those taken both ratios increase to 2.0 or greater.
On the whole, the maximum local set-ups for all six stations appear to be in agreement with theoretical values if the paths of fetch are based on an approximate 15" deviation to the right of the wind. The fetch for coastal set-up is more obscure, but a ratio which reaches a minimum at the edge of the continental shelf approaches the value of 3 when the path is taken normal to the shelf.
SUMMARY
By adopting a uniform scale for coastal set-up requiring a net transport of water 40" to the right of the wind, an angle of 15" to 20" net drift to the right of wind was developed for local set-up where fetches were limited by local topography.
Local effects were separated from distant effects by assuming a sinusoidal or symmetrical variation in the amount of coastal set-up with direction of winds. When the characteristic set-ups for locations about the New England coast were obtained empirically, local set-up
